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Abstract. Methods of top-k search with no random access can be used
to find k best objects using sorted lists of attributes that can be read only
by sorted access. Such methods usually need to work with a large number
of candidates during the computation. In this paper we propose new
methods of no random access top-k search that can be used to compute
k best objects using small memory. We present results of experiments
showing improvement in speed depending on ratio of memory size and
data size. Our system outperforms other also when the total number of
attributes is much bigger than number of query attributes (varying with
user).
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1 Introduction

Top-k search became popular with growing use of the web services and increasing
datasets sizes. Users are usually interested in few best objects rather than a big
list of objects as a result. Top-k algorithms usually follow two main goals. Firstly,
they minimize the number of source data to be processed i.e. they find the correct
top-k objects using only a part of data. Secondly, the algorithms try to minimize
the number of accesses to the sources and the computation time as well.

1.1 Related work

The main stream of top-k search algorithms [1–7, 10, 13, 14] consider to have ob-
jects with m attributes and to have values of each attribute stored in an indepen-
dent structure. Each structure can be placed on a remote computer. Algorithms
consider two types of access to the structures: sorted access and random access.
Using sorted access we obtain pairs of object identifier and attribute value in
sorted order, ordered by the attribute value (or more sophisticated - ordered
by user preference to the attribute values). Random access allows us to obtain
concrete attribute value for a specified object identifier. The Best position algo-
rithm [1] works with the objects’ positions in the ordered list in addition. All
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these algorithms compute the overall object value using a monotone combination
function.

According to the discussion in [6], the mentioned algorithms can be divided
into following two groups. The first group uses both sorted and random access
to the source structures, the second group uses the sorted access only. In this
paper we concentrate on solutions using sorted access only. These algorithms
are useful, for example, when the sources are streams of data or the incremental
results of other algorithms/programs. We will show a significant improvement
against previous no random access approaches.

The first algorithm using only the sorted access was Stream-combine [10].
The NRA (No random access) algorithm [6] presents stronger stop condition.
Both approaches are time consuming and require a lot of memory in comparison
to the size of the source data.

Other top-k search algorithms use rich indexation and multidimensional
search [21, 22] or prepared ranked views [12] to support arbitrary combination
functions.

Another possible view of recent research distinguishes: one branch of research
generalizes types of data to uncertain (see e.g. [18, 17]) or to XML data (see e.g.
[19]). The other branch focuses on top-k query optimization. This is the way we
are going to contribute too.

1.2 Motivation

Our motivation is in an infrastructure serving top-k querying for different users
over web extracted and/or retrieved data (it is a part of our research in the
project NAZOU (see http://nazou.fiit.stuba.sk)). Our motivating exam-
ple deals with a job seeking user. One would select a job according to job offer
(attributes such as salary, location, job category, position type, employee experi-
ence, desired education level etc), another would like to have information about
pollution in the city and pollen calendar. Maybe a part of the salary is paid
in cash and a part in mutual funds, then it would be interesting to know some
parameters of this part of salary, e.g. trend analysis. If the jobs assumes moving
to another place, one would like to know the situation on real estate market with
a variety of attributes. Such data can consist of several dozens of attributes (in
our example it is about 50 to 60 attributes) and can be downloaded from the web
and/or extracted from the web. Some domains of attributes have a complicated
structure (points in a metric space, hierarchical tree of a graph). For these types
of domains the suitability of the attribute values to a user is a complex problem,
that can be solved effectively using a stream producing program. A typical user’s
job search is based on a small part of these data, mostly on 5 to 7 attributes.
Nevertheless, our system should be ready to serve different users using different
sets of attributes.

As a result of this, our interest is in the study of top-k querying over big
number of data (exceeding the size of memory) extracted from the web and
stored indexed in a big number of structures.
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1.3 Main contribution

In this paper we present a novel view on methods of top-k search with NRA - No
Random Access (aka. TA-sorted variants) focusing on different users querying
small number of attributes from a big number of web extracted data in a large
number of attributes.

• Our first contribution includes three novel versions of NRA algorithm -
the 3P-NRA algorithm and its 2 variants using small memory and organizing
overflow data on disk by hash partitioning and B+tree.

• Next contribution is own implementation of these methods with light weight
indexes. The point is, that managing a big number of indexes in a transactional
database can be very costly and that a database overhead can influence results
substantially. We consider only few insertions and deletions (no update) in com-
parison to the number of queries (read only), so we do not need the full power
of a RDBMS.

• Last contribution are extensive experiments in different directions. We mea-
sure time efficiency of several top-k algorithms from table scan of joined data to
several variants of our new 3P-NRA algorithm with different ratio of memory
and data. As we show in section 5 the 3P-NRA algorithm outperforms the previ-
ous NRA algorithm significantly. The algorithm 3P-NRA with hash partitioning
with very low memory/data ratio works well with only a small time increase in
comparison to the fastest 3P-NRA.

2 3P-NRA algorithm

In this section we present the modification of NRA algorithm [6] named 3P-NRA
(3-phased no random access) proved to be better than NRA. The first version
of our 3P-NRA algorithm was presented in the NAZOU project proceedings [8].

In the rest of this paper we use the following notation. Value m represents the
number of attributes of objects or the number of sources. An arbitrary object
is denoted as X = (x1, . . . , xm), where x1, . . . , xm are called scoring values.
Each xi represents a user preference to the real value of the i-th attribute of X .
Scoring values are numbers from interval [0, 1], where 1 means strong preference
to the real value and 0 represents the unwanted real value of the attribute. Let
V (X) = {i1, . . . , in} ∈ {1, . . . , m} be a subset of known attributes xi1 , . . . , xin

of
X , we define WV (X) (or shortly W (X) if V is known from context) to be minimal
(worst) possible value of the combination function F for the object X . We assume
that F is a monotone combination function. We compute WV (X) such that we
substitute each missing attribute by 0. For example if V (X) = {1, . . . , g} then
WV (X) = F (x1, . . . , xg, 0, . . . , 0).

Analogously we define maximal (best) possible value of the combination func-
tion F for object X as BV (X) (or shortly B(X) if V is known from context).
Since we know that sorted access returns values in descending order, we can
substitute for each missing value the corresponding value from the vector u =
(u1, . . . , um), where u1, . . . , um are the last scoring values seen from each source.
For example if V (X) = 1, . . . , g then BV (X) = F (x1, . . . , xg, ug+1, . . . , um).
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The real value of object X is W (X) ≤ F (x1, . . . , xm) ≤ B(X). Note that
unseen objects during the computation (no values are known) has B(X) =
F (u1, . . . , um). The value τ = F (u1, . . . , um) is well known as the threshold
value.

In algorithms we use the top-k list T ordered by the worst value. The object
in T with the smallest worst value is labeled Tk. In the (unordered) set C we
store the candidates with the worst value smaller or equal to W (Tk) but with
the best value larger than W (Tk). These are the objects with a hope to get into
T later. We call the objects in C as candidates.

We implemented C as a hash table with object identifiers as a key. To rec-
ognize the sources with all known values between objects in T ∪ C we maintain
the number of missing values for each source.

For the comparison with our 3P-NRA algorithm we present the original NRA
[6] in our notation first:

Input: k, F, m sources

Output: k ranked objects if exist

T = ∅ , C = ∅
Repeat the following:

Do the sorted access in parallel to all sources.

For every object X seen under sorted access do

Compute W (X) and B(X)
If |T | < k then put X to T
Else If W (X) > W (Tk) then

If X /∈ T move Tk to C, put X to T
Else put X to C

For every object Y ∈ C, Y 6= X compute B(Y )
If Y is no more relevant (i.e. B(Y ) ≤ W (Tk))
remove Y from C

If |C| = 0 return T and exit;

The most time consuming part of NRA algorithm is the last cycle. In the
following 3P-NRA algorithm we drastically decrease the number of best value
computation, moreover we take the unknown values of the candidates into ac-
count.

Input: k, F, m sources

Output: k ranked objects if exist

T = ∅ , C = ∅
Phase 1:

Do the sorted access in parallel to all sources.

For every object X seen under sorted access compute W (X) and do

If |T | < k then put X to T
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Else If W (X) > W (Tk) then

If X /∈ T move Tk to C, put X to T
Else put X to C

If W (Tk) ≥ threshold τ goto Phase 2

repeat Phase 1

Phase 2:

Do the sorted access in parallel to the sources for which there

are unknown values for objects in C and T.
For every object X seen under sorted access do

If X /∈ T ∪ C ignore it

Else If B(X) ≤ W (Tk) remove X from C
If |C| = 0 return T and exit

If W (X) > W (Tk) and X /∈ T move Tk to C, put X to T
If (W (Tk) increased) OR (threshold τ decreased) then

heuristic H can choose to go to Phase 3

repeat Phase 2

Phase 3:
For every object X ∈ C compute B(X);

If X is no more relevant (B(X) ≤ W (Tk)) remove X from C
If |C| = 0 return T and exit; otherwise goto Phase 2.

Phase 1 works similarly to the standard NRA algorithm with the exception
of the threshold test and the computation of best values. The best values do not
need to be computed in Phase 1 because each object X seen in Phase 1 has its
best value bigger than W (Tk) and no pruning of the candidates can be done.

The heuristic H in 3P-NRA algorithm can be used to skip an expensive
computation of Phase 3. On the other hand, if H always chooses to do the
Phase 3 the 3P-NRA algorithm is proved to be instance optimal. The instance
optimality of NRA means, that if NRA finds top k objects using y sorted accesses,
then there are no algorithms reading the sources only by sorted access, that can
find top k objects using less than y

m
sorted accesses (see [6]).

Theorem 1. Let F to be a monotone combination function, then algorithm 3P-
NRA correctly finds top-k objects.

Proof. Let S(X) = F (x1, . . . , xm). Assume that 3P-NRA algorithm ended its
computation at position z = (z1, . . . , zm) (i.e. algorithm did zi sorted accesses
to the i-th source) and returned objects X1, . . . , Xk. Let X /∈ {X1, . . . , Xk}. We
will show that B(X) ≤ W (Tk).

Note that the W (Tk) cannot decrease during the computation and in the
whole algorithm we removed from C only the objects with best value smaller or
equal to actual W (Tk). Thus for each such object X holds that its best value is
smaller or equal to the W (Tk) at the end of the computation, more formally for
every removed object X from C holds that S(X) ≤ B(X) ≤ W (Tk).

Next we need to consider the objects ignored in Phase 2. These are the objects
not seen in Phase 1. Let X is such object with scores x1, . . . , xm and let v1, . . . , vm

are equal to values u1, . . . , um at the end of Phase 1. It holds that xi ≤ vi for
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each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. From the monotonicity of combination function we can see
that S(X) = F (x1, . . . , xm) ≤ B(X) = F (v1, . . . , vm). The last equality goes
from the fact that X was not seen in Phase 1. From the condition at the end
of Phase 1 we know that W (Xj) ≥ F (v1, . . . , vm) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k} thus
B(X) ≤ W (Tk).

Note that the fact that we can skip the sources where all attributes between
objects in T and C follows from the observations that we can ignore all unseen
objects. From such sources we cannot retrieve interesting objects anymore. ⊓⊔

Theorem 2. Let F to be a monotone combination function. If heuristic H al-
ways chooses to go to Phase 3, then algorithm 3P-NRA makes at most the same
number of sorted accesses as NRA algorithm i.e. 3P-NRA algorithm is instance
optimal.

Proof. We can see that Phase 1 access the sources in the same way as NRA
[6] algorithm as well as Phase 2 + Phase 3 together unless the skipped sorted
accesses to useless sources.

All we need to show is that algorithm NRA cannot stop earlier than the Phase
1 does. Algorithm NRA ends when there are no more relevant objects out of the
list T i.e. B(X) ≤ W (Tk) for all X /∈ T . Phase 1 ends when F (u1, . . . , um) ≤
W (Tk). Observe that F (u1, . . . , um) is the best value for all unseen objects.
We need to wait until F (u1, . . . , um) decreases to have W (Tk) ≥ F (u1, . . . , um)
because we have to be sure that there is no object with the best value greater
than W (Tk). ⊓⊔

The improvements of the 3P-NRA algorithm in contrast to NRA [6] are the
following:

– New objects are considered in phase 1 only. Other objects are ignored.
– Many computations of the best values are omitted.
– After acquisition of all unknown values of any attribute between objects

in T ∪ C the algorithm stops the work with the corresponding source (no
more sorted accesses to the source will be done). This feature decreases the
number of disk accesses significantly.

– A good choice of heuristic H can yield a massive speedup of the algorithm,
however it can slightly increase the number of disk accesses according to H .

In our tests in section 5 we use the heuristic that goes to phase 3 only each
1000th loop of phase 2. In the tests we show orders of magnitude speedup against
algorithms without heuristic.

3 3P-NRA with B+tree

Analyzing the 3P-NRA algorithm, we can see that the maximal number of can-
didates in C is at the end of phase 1. After that moment, the algorithm ignores
all unseen objects and the number of candidates decreases until C = ∅. In the
worst case the size of C can reach the number of all objects [6]. Although it is
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an unusual situation, in practice the size of C can easily reach one half of the
source data. If the source data are big in comparison to the available memory,
we need to consider putting a part of candidates on disk. We will call them the
overflow candidates.

In the memory version of the 3P-NRA algorithm we maintain candidates in
a hash table with the object identifier as a key. We need to access the hash table
after every access to the sources to join the score value with the appropriate
object or to identify that the object is not a candidate. The straightforward
solution is to store the overflow candidates in a simple heap file, but the search
of candidates will be highly ineffective with the growing size of the file.

To eliminate the number of disk accesses we implemented our version of
B+tree with inner nodes maintained in memory and leafs stored on disk. There-
fore we usually need 1 or 2 I/O with each sorted access: one to identify the
object to join with and one I/O to store the joined object. The second I/O can
be omitted in phase 2, if it is an unseen object or its best value is lower than
W (Tk). Time to time we need an extra I/O to split a leaf when the number of
objects in the leaf overflows the page size. Seeing that only one instance of the
algorithm accesses the B+tree, we skip the transactional features of standard
relational database to improve the performance.

The algorithm works like 3P-NRA until the memory size is reached. Then we
need to search list T followed by the search in the main-memory hash table for
every pair of object identifier and score value from the sources to find the object
to update. If the object is not found in memory we continue with the search in
the B+tree (see Figure 1). The whole update procedure after the size of hash
table reaches the allowed maximum (max) works as follows:

Let X be an object found by sorted access, C be the hash table

and B be the B+tree

If X ∈ T ∪ C update X and exit to main procedure

If X ∈ B
If doing Phase 1 update X in B
If doing Phase 2

If the size of C < max update X, move X to C and remove X
from B

Else update X in B
Else If doing Phase 1 store X to B

If doing Phase 2 ignore X

We need to do update using this procedure until the number of objects in
B+tree decreases to zero.

In Phase 3 we process the data first from hash table and then from B+tree.
As in the update procedure we prefer to move candidates from B+tree to hash
table if there is a space. The more scarcely the heuristic H in phase 2 does the
phase 3 the higher reduction of the candidates is. Instead of removing the objects
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one by one from B+tree it is usually faster to use bulk loading to create a new
B+tree.

The main advantage of this method is that it can work with very small
memory. All we need to preserve in memory is the top-k list and inner nodes
of B+tree i.e. no hash table. The main disadvantage is its speed as we show in
section 5. It is caused by many I/Os to disk.

4 3P-NRA with hash partitioning

The weak spot of the previous method is a high number of I/Os to the leaves of
B+tree. To decrease the I/Os, the updating or joining of the objects need to be
a less frequent process.

In this method we send the overflow candidates directly to the partitions as
soon as they come from the sources. This principle is similar to the hash join
technique [16]. We have to be aware of the time of matching the partitions. We
still want to minimize the number of accesses to the sources instead of processing
all data as in the standard hash join. We can use different heuristics (denoted
as Hdisk) to estimate the suitable moment of matching.

Algorithm 3P-NRA with hash partitioning illustrated in Figure 2 works as
follows:

Input: k, F, m sources, M = #pages needed to store all objects
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from the sources

max = #available pages without pages needed by T
h = hash function for partitioning (different from hash

function used in the memory hash table)

Output: k ranked objects if exist

T = ∅ , C = ∅
b = M/max; //counting the number of partitions

Create b output buffers

maxC = max − b //counting the number of pages for C
Phase 1:

Do the sorted access in parallel to all sources.

If size(C) < maxC do the Phase 1 as in 3P-NRA

Else

For every object X seen under sorted access do

If X ∈ T ∪ C then update X and compute W (X)
If (X /∈ T and W (X) > W (Tk)) move Tk to C and X to T

Else add X to the buffer page h(X.id) //flushed as page fills

heuristic Hdisk can choose to do the disk phase

If W (Tk) ≥ threshold τ goto Phase 2

repeat Phase 1

Phase 2:

If there are no objects in partitions on disk

do the Phase 2 as in 3P-NRA

Else

For every object X seen under sorted access do

If X ∈ T ∪ C then update X and compute W (X) and B(X)
If B(X) ≤ W (Tk) remove X from C
Else

If (X /∈ T and W (X) > W (Tk)) move Tk to C and X to T
Else add X to the buffer page h(X.id) //flushed as page fills

heuristic Hmemory can choose to do the Phase 3

heuristic Hdisk can choose to do the Disk phase

repeat Phase 2

Phase 3:
For every object X ∈ C do

If X is no more relevant (i.e. B(X) ≤ W (Tk)) remove X from C
If |C| = 0 and no objects in partitions on disk return T and exit;

otherwise goto Phase 2.

Disk phase (illustrated in Figure 3):
Flush all output buffers to the partitions on disk.

Assign output buffers with the new partitions and use them

to store candidates from C and flush them.

Release the memory taken by the output buffers.

Queue Q = ∅
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For each old partition P do

Release as many objects from Q to new partitions as needed

to allocate C such that capacity(C) = size(P )
For each object X update or add X in C
If doing Phase 2 then

For every object X ∈ C do

If X is no more relevant (B(X) ≤ W (Tk)) remove X from C
Move every object from C to Q

If (size(Q) + size(objects on disk) + size(output buffer)) ≤ max
load all objects to C

Else

release as many objects from Q to new partitions as needed

to allocate C with size maxC and then move the remaining

objects from Q back to C

The minimum required amount of memory is size(T ) +
√

f · M , where M
is the size needed to store all joined objects from the sources and f is a fudge
factor used to capture the increase in size between the data in hash table and
real size needed by hash table (usually f = 1, 3). Because we want to maximize
the memory available for the hash table we compute the number of partitions
as b = M/max, thus the maximal size of the partition will be the size of whole
available memory.

The heuristic Hmemory is equivalent to the heuristic H in 3P-NRA algorithm.
The main purpose of Hmemory is to skip a large number of the best value com-
putations. The good choice of the heuristic Hdisk can decrease the number of
Disk phases. Our effort is to reduce the number of disk phases to one or two
and to keep the number of sorted accesses on the low level i.e. we want to use
(much) less I/O than the hash join itself.

We have tried several versions of the heuristic Hdisk. The heuristic, which
we call the Small buffer heuristic, shows the best results and we use it also in
our experiments. Let sizeP be the size of all partitions on disk together with
the cumulative size of the output buffers. In the Disk phase we want to put all
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candidates from the partitions back to the memory to end the computation with
standard 3P-NRA algorithm. We expect that a part of the data on disk has its
best value worse than W (Tk) and will be deleted. Suppose that objects in C can
be stored in A pages, then the fill factor in C is p = A

maxC
% i.e. the algorithm

deleted (100− p)% of data in C using phases 2 and 3. Our hypothese is that the
similar propotion of data can be deleted also from the data in partitions and we
can expect that about p · sizeP will remain as candidates. We have max − A
pages to store the candidates from the disk partitions. Thus the Small buffer
heuristic chooses to do the disk phase if:

max − A > p · sizeP =
A

maxC
· sizeP

5 Experiments

This section reports the experiments with our algorithms over artificial data.
The experiments were conducted on a PC having Intel Pentium M 2GHz CPU
and 512 MB RAM running on Windows XP. We minimized the number of other
processes during the tests to keep a stable test environment. Algorithms are
implemented in java. The size of disk pages was set to 4 kB. Memory restriction
was obtained via input parameters of top-k search methods.

In our tests we used artificial data from 3 different datasets. Each dataset
consists of 5 attributes x1, . . . , x5. Each attribute has values in range [0, 1].
Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 were randomly generated with exponential and Gaus-
sian distributions respectively. Attributes in Dataset 3 were generated as a
concatenation of two Gaussian distributions with standard deviation 0.05 and
means in 0.25 and 0.75 respectively. Presented results are average times from all
datasets. Each dataset has different versions with sizes 1 MB, 10 MB, 100 MB
and 1GB. In each experiment we used 5 sources and fixed combination function
F (X) = 3x1 + 2x2 + x3 + 2x4 + 2x5. From the database point of view we can
say that we do a partial join of 5 ”tables”.

In the first experiment we compare the original NRA algorithm from [6], then
3P-NRA algorithm with the heuristic H choosing to do Phase 3 of the algorithm
every 1000th loop of Phase 2 and finally the instance optimal version of 3P-NRA
denoted as 3P-NRAio. We used 10 MB of input data and each algorithm had
enough time to hold the candidates. We tested the time of the computation
of different result size. Results are shown in table 1. In table 2 there is the
comparison of the same algorithms over 100 MB of data.

We can see that omitting the big number of phases 3 in 3P-NRA improves
the computational time significantly. The advantage of 3P-NRAio algorithm -
ignoring the sources for which we have no missing values in C ∪ T - improves
the computational time very slightly.

In the next experiment we fixed the data size to 100 MB and the number of
retrieved objects (k) to 10. We compared our algorithms 3P-NRA with B+tree
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Table 1. Computation time in milliseconds using different k (memory algorithms, data
size 10MB)

k 1 5 10 20

NRA 275 497 653 899
3P-NRAio 238 451 626 886
3P-NRA 69 115 117 148

Table 2. Computation time in seconds using different k (memory algorithms, data size
100MB)

k 1 5 10 20

NRA 160 242 416 675
3P-NRAio 159 231 397 661
3P-NRA 5,47 7,51 7,72 9,28

and 3P-NRA with hash partitioning with the use of restricted size of memory
to store the candidates. Results are shown in table 3. The first column labeled
1

1
means enough memory to hold all candidates. The last column labeled 1

250
is

undefined for 3P-NRA with hash partitioning because the output buffers used
for the partitioning need more space than the available memory in our imple-
mentation (theoretical minimum over 100 MB data with fudge factor 1, 3 of the
memory hash table is approximately 1

277
= 360 kB).

Table 3. Computation time in seconds using different memory size (data size 100MB)

memory

datasize
1

1

1

10

1

20

1

50

1

75

1

100

1

125

1

150

1

175

1

200

1

225

1

250

Hash partitioning 7,71 7,74 7,67 7,74 7,65 7,80 7,64 7,90 8,31 8,74 10,39 undef.
B+ tree 7,72 10,34 82,4 168 188 203 213 230 240 245 246 244

Our last experiment compares the algorithms over different data sizes. In
table 4, we show the computation time of 3P-NRA algorithm and both disk
versions of the 3P-NRA algorithm with 1

50
of the available memory size in com-

parison to the size of the source data. We did not do the test with 3P-NRA
over 1GB data because of the small physical memory. The last row shows the
computation over joined data from the sources in one table of MySQL with
6 columns: the first column holds the object identifiers and the other five the
attribute scores. We observe that simple table scan over joined data used by
MySQL is much faster than joining (a part of) 5 input sources using any of our
methods. On the other hand, if the sources are a small subset of the attributes
or attributes have complicated structure, the joined table is not an usual state.
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Comparing top-k search with the database join of more tables is our nearest
future work.

The time taken by any of NRA-like algorithms increases with the size of
the sources more rapidly than in the case of table scan. This is caused by the
complexity of partial join computation against the simple table scan.

Table 4. Computation time in seconds over different size of data

data size 1 MB 10 MB 100 MB 1GB

3P-NRA 0,092 0,217 7,724 —
Hash partitioning 0,094 0,828 7,745 133
B+ tree 2,954 26,08 168 2125
table scan 0,082 0,296 2,325 19,72

6 Discussion

In this paper we have studied methods of top-k search with no random access
which can be used to find k best objects using sorted lists of attributes that
can be read only by sorted access. Such methods usually need to work with a
huge set of candidates during the computation and handling of candidates is an
important issue.

Our motivation comes from querying a big repository with data extracted
and/or retrieved from the web relevant to job search. Such data typically con-
tain several dozens of different attributes and single user query typically uses a
constant fraction of them, nevertheless all of them are used by some user.

We have introduced new methods for top-k search with sorted access and
implementation of own experimental environment. Novel versions of NRA al-
gorithm were tested with different data organization (hash partitioning and
B+tree).

First result of our research is, that the problem of top-k complexity has more
dimensions as expected in the beginning.

As it was expected, the complexity is directly proportional to the ratio of the
size of data and the size of memory (the data to memory parameter d),

d = D/M =
size of data

size of memory
,

although for different methods this dependency can be stronger or weaker.
New observation is that the complexity of top-k querying for systems with

indexes based on RDBMS depends on the ratio of number of all attributes and
(average) number of query attributes (the attributes parameter a)

a = AA/AQA =
No. all attributes

avg. No. query attributes
.
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For the number of users u, it is proportional to au. AQA corresponds to the
average value of m used in algorithms. Our system uses a light weight propri-
etary disk data structures. This serves only to top-k search, we do not need full
functionality of a transactional multiuser RDBMS. Maintenance is proportional
to AA, nevertheless it depends on the number of users only linearly, with u ∗ AA.
Usually

au >> u ∗ AA.
This was not taken into account in any previous research. Several parameters of
repositories like speed of incremental insert or speed of incremental join are also
relevant. Our implementation offers incremental insertions.

In the project NAZOU (see http://nazou.fiit.stuba.sk), we use the
sorted access to process the output from different methods, which produce data
with respect to user preferences to attribute values. There are different methods
over various index structures for different types of attributes: ordinal, nominal,
hierarchical and metric attributes. To obtain the combination function for dif-
ferent users, our system uses learning user preferences from a sample of objects
(see [11]) or a recommendation for a similar user based on it.

Considering, that users are interested only in a part of the attributes and
that attribute domains can be complex structures, the new methods of top-k
search become very useful.
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